In a series of articles in the Berliner
Berichte, beginning in 1896, Frobenius has developed an elaborate theory of group-characters and applied it to the representation of a given finite group Gasa non-modular linear group. Later, Burnside f approached the subject from the standpoint of continuous groups. The writer has shown J that the method employed by Burnside may be replaced by one involving only purely rational processes and hence leading to results valid for a general field. The last treatment, however, expressly excludes the case in which the field has a modulus which divides the order of G. The exclusion of this case is not merely a matter of convenience, nor merely a limitation due to the particular method of treatment ; indeed, § the properties of the group-determinant differ essentially from those holding when the modulus does not divide the order of G.\\ Thus when G is of order q !, the general theory gives no information as to the representations in a field having a modulus = q, whereas the case of a small modulus is the most important one for the applications.
The present paper investigates the linear homogeneous groups on m variables, with coefficients in a field F, which are simply isomorphic with the symmetric group on q letters.
The treatment is elementary and entirely independent of the papers cited above ; in particular, the investigation is made for all moduli without exception.
The principal result is the determination of the minimum value of the number of variables.
It is shown that m = q -lormëy-2, according as F has not or has a modulus p which divides q ( § § 8-21) .
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|| Since the present paper was written, the writer has obtained some general results on the outstanding case in which the modulus divides the order of G, these Transactions, vol. 8 (1907) [April is a representation on q -1 variables, except in the trivial case q = p = 2 ( § 2) ; while for any field having a modulus which divides there is a representation on q -2 variables, except in the special cases q = 4 ( § 4). The determination of the possible representations is made for a case considerably more general than the special one found to be sufficient in establishing the minimum value of m (cf. § 11). We thereby gain a better insight into the nature of the general problem.
The question of the equivalence, under linear transformation, of the resulting linear groups is treated in § § 22-24.
The most essential point in the proof leading to a minimum for m may be seen in a typical case in § 13. After the preliminary normalizations, the transformations involve two sets of parameters.
With these we form two rectangular matrices A, B.
Then the conditions on the parameters are equivalent to the condition that the product AB shall equal a known matrix M.
The representation on m variables is thus possible if and only if the elements of the two matrices A and B can be determined in the field so that AB = M.
The problem is thus reduced to a simple question of determinants.
The symmetric group Sgt on q letters is isomorphic with the group of the transformations
(1) X¡ = Xa( ( a's a permutation of 1 ,•■•, q ) ..
In place of x we introduce the new variable (2) co = xx +-\-xq, and then suppress co. According as a = q or at = q(t < q), we get Except when q = 2 and the coefficients are taken modulo 2, (4) is not the identity /, and the isomorphism is simple. Henceforth we shall take q > 2.
3. The transformations (1) leave invariant (2) and (5) »a-2>4a^ co3= E»,«,», (<,¿,*-l,-",t;<<¿<*"-).
Eliminating xq from e^ by means of (2), we get «-i°> 2 = W S xi -<rVl' (8) <p,-i(x) = *,_,(y) + í^r-igy* + i?(? -i)îi-i-
We assume that the coefficients of our transformations and invariants may be reduced modulo p, where p is any fixed divisor of q. If p is odd, or if both p and q/p ave even, the second member of (8) reduces to epq_2(y). The possibility of this reduction of the number of variables follows directly from the fact that the discriminant of (6) equals q.
4. We next discuss the nature of transformations (3), (4), when expressed on the variables (7). We show that if the coefficients be reduced modulo p, a divisor of q, then y'k(k<.q -l) is a linear function of yx, ■•-,yq_2. Now y'k = x'k -x'q_x. For (3), this equals xa¡¡ -x<^_l and hence, by (7), equals a function of.the yt(i <q -1). A like result holds for (4) if k and q -1 ave both distinct from t. If k = t or if q -1 = t, y'k involves q xa with like sign and hence equals a function of the y'a in which the coefficient of y . is ± q. Hence Sq] is simply or multiply isomorphic with a linear homogeneous group Lq-2 p on q -2 variables modulo p.
The substitutions of S which correspond to the identity in L form an invariant subgroup J of S.
For q > 4, Jis the identity or else it contains all even substitutions on the q letters.
But for q~>4, [xxx2x3~\ ~ \\y1yty3'\, so tba* tne isomorphism is simple. For q = St
[xxx2] ~y [ = -yx, so that L¡ 3 is of order 2, and the isomorphism is ( 3, 1 ). For q = 4,
Hence S4, is simply isomorphic with L2 4, but has (4, 1) isomorphism with L22. Moreover, S4, cannot be represented as a binary group in a finite or infinite field having modulus 2. Indeed, the transformations of period 2 are conjugate with (J J), which is commutative only with (" °). The square of the latter is (;'*,).
But a4 = 1 requires a = 1 in any field with modulus 2. Hence there is no binary transformation of period 4 commutative with (\ °x), whereas St, has a cyclic subgroup of order 4.
Theorem.
For q > 4, the aymmetric group on q letters is simply isomorphic with a linear homogeneous group on q -2 variables with integral coejficienta taken modulo p, where p is any integral divisor > 1 of q. For [April q = 4, the result holds if p = 4, but not if p = 2.
The case q = 3 is exceptional since a unary homogeneous group is commutative. 5.* If p is an odd prime dividing q, the group Lq_2p has ( § 3) the invariant ebq_2(y) of discriminant q -1 = -1 (mod^).
Hence the invariant can be reduced by a linear transformation with integral coefficients to (9) Y.,y{+... + yU + tyU, (î).(=î)(!)~.
According as € is a square or a not-square in a field F, the group defined by the invariant Ym is called a first or a second orthogonal group in F. In particular, for the GF\\pn~\ the group is a first or second orthogonal group according as Next let p = 2. The quadratic form (11) Q*> -ZI? + ZMj (i,j=l,-;2m;i<j) can be reduced by a linear transformation wi.th integral coefficients to (12) /.-«&+ -+ k-ik, + «(*? + 8)> where c = 0 or 1 (mod 2) according as 2 is a quadratic residue or non-residue of the discriminant 2m + 1 of Q2m. For the GF[2n~\ , fx can be reduced to fi0 if and only if n be even. The group defined by the invariant f is called the first hypoabelian group ; that defined by fx with £, f2 + %2X + %22 irreducible is called the second hypoabelian group. Hence the group defined by the invariant Q2m in the GF[2n~\ can be transformed into the first or second hypoabelian group according as (13) ( §4nJ,-+ lor-1'
Next, %l + Q^ can be reduced to I-2 +f0, since the operation
replaces fjj +fc by %l +fc+x-Now for p = 2, <?/2 odd, the analysis in § 3 failed to exhibit a quadratic invariant for the group on yx, ■ •-, y _2, but led to the invariant <p _2(y) + y\\_x for the group on yx, • ■ -, y _x. Hence the latter group can be transformed into one with the invariant y ^2 + y3yt + ■■■ + yq-3yq-2 + y\-i • *The results of § § 5, 6, are not employed in the subsequent sections.
By an elementary discussion (the writer's Linear Groupa, p. 200), the group is seen to be simply isomorphic with an abelian linear group on q -2 variables. An independent proof follows from § 6. Theorem. There exist representations of the symmetric group on q letters as linear homogeneous groups as follows :
(i) for q odd, a first or second hypoabelian group in the GF[2n] on q -1 variables, according as (2/q)n = + 1 or -1;
(ii) for q = 41 > 4, a first or second hypoabelian group in the G F [2"] on q -2 variables, according as \_2/(q -l)~\n = +1 or -1 ; (iii) for q = 41 + 2 > 2, an abelian linear group in any field F2 having modulus 2 on q-2 variables.
By considering the monodromy group of the equation for the bisection of the periods of certain abelian functions, Jordan has shown ( Traité des Substitutions, p. 364, § 498) that the symmetric group on q letters is simply isomorphic with an abelian linear group modulo 2 on 2k variables, k being the greatest integer in J ( q -1). The exceptional character of the case q = 4 was overlooked. The theorem obtained above shows that if q =$= 41 + 2 the abelian group may be taken to be a hypoabelian group.
Additional properties of our linear groups may be obtained by employing the further invariants * (5). Proceeding with co3 and <»4 as we did with co2 in § 3, we obtain functions independent of y . if and only if p = 2 and p = 3, respectively. Thus for p = 2, 3, the group Lq_2p has the respective invariants (14) Hy2yk, T,y2ykyt U,m=i, ••-,2-2; j,k,idistinct; *<i).
6. The fact that the symmetric group on 2k letters ( 2k > 4) is simply isomorphic with an abelian group modulo 2 on the variables £ (, vi (i=l, ■ ■ -, k- 
Since each transformation is of period 2, and V" is commutative with L\, L'., V,k, while L'iLi and Li Vi} are of period 3, the above transformations satisfy * If we assume that the variables, as well as the coefficients, are integers taken modulo 2, then the group Lq-i, > has, for q = 81 -f 2, the invariant But the total first hypoabelian group modulo 2 on 6 variables is of order 8 !.
Theorem. \ The symmetric group on 8 letters is aimply isomorphic with the total fir st hypoabelian group modulo 2 on 6 variables.
Lemma.
If the direct product of two groupa A and B containa a subgroup G simply isomorphic with the symmetric group on n letters, then A or B contains a subgroup of that type.
Let the operations of G be axbx, a2b2, • ■•. Then the distinct a's form a group a, the distinct 6's a group ß.
The largest group d common to a and G is evidently invariant in each ; the largest group ß common to ß and G is invariant in each. As well known, the quotient-groups G a ß {d,.py a" ff are simply isomorphic. By hypothesis, G is simply isomorphic with Sv, v = n\.
Hence the only invariant subgroups of Gy are itself, the identity /, the group Giv of the alternating type, and for n = 4 a "four group" G¿. The lemma is obvious if either d or ß is G itself, or il each is I, or if each is Cr¿" (whence n = 2). Next let d = Giv, ß" = I. Then G is composed of the operations of d = £?}" and the products of \v further a's by an operation b of period 2, so that G is simply isomorphic with a. Finally, if n = 4, and d -Git then ß' cannot be of type G4 or GzV, so that ß' = /; hence a is of order 4 ! and is simply isomorphic with G. 8. Theorem. For q odd, the symmetric group on q letters cannot be represented as a linear homogeneous group on q -2 variables with coefficients in a finite or infinite field F2 having modulus 2.
It follows from the theory of canonical forms that every transformation of period 2 of the general linear homogeneous group H on q -2 variables in F2 is conjugate within II with one of the transformations
where r is an integer such that 2r = q -2, whence r=\(q -3). The matrix of (15) and the matrix of the general transformation of H commutative with (15) may be given the compact notations
in which each / is a unit or identity matrix, each O a matrix all of whose elements are zero, while A and B are square matrices of orders r and g -2 -2r, respectively. Suppose now that H has a subgroup Gql of symmetric type. We may assume that the latter contains a transformation (15) corresponding to the transposition [¿j¿2], and that the group K of the transformations (162) contains a subgroup G", co= (q -2)!, simply isomorphic with the symmetric group on l3, ■ ■-, I . The group K has the invariant subgroup J,
the quotient group K/Jheing simply isomorphic with Q. The largest group common to J and Gu is invariant in the latter. Now every transformation of J is of order a power of 2. But, for n 4= 4, Snl contains no invariant subgroup of order a power of 2. Since q is odd, it follows that G" is simply isomorphic with a subgroup of Q, and hence ( § 7) with a subgroup of one of the linear groups A and B on r and q -2 -2r variables, respectively. Since l^r = \(q -3), we have q -2 -2r = q -4, and, if q = 5, r = q -4.
Hence the theorem follows by induction from q -2 to q, it being obviously true for q = 3, since a unary homogeneous group is commutative. For q even, we apply the preceding theorem to the subgroup leaving lq fixed and obtain the Corollary. For q even, Sql cannot be represented as a linear homogeneous group in Fton q -Z variablea.
[April The preceding theorem and corollary form a sequel to the results of § § 2, 4 for the case when the modulus is 2.
9. Henceforth we discuss the representations of Sq, as an rw-ary linear homogeneous group in a field F not having modulus 2. Within the general linear homogeneous group GLH(m, F), any transformation of period 2 is conjugate with one of the form n Ci, where Ci alters only |., whose sign it changes. We thus assume that the transposition
[12] corresponds to CXC2-•• Cr. Then each transposition corresponds to a transformation (ex..) with the characteristic determinant (17) \a-pi\ = (-i-Py(i-Py-'. Identifying the two results, we find that a = B = 0, and that S is commutative with Cx ■ ■ ■ Ct. Also ßy = yß = I, since B2 = I. Hence The first two of these conditions give
where B is a square matrix all of whose non-diagonal elements are zero, while in the main diagonal the first a elements are -J, and the remaining r -a -<r elements are + J. We next normalize the linear group by a transformation of variables. We multiply all matrices on the left by M and on the right by M~l, where
Evidently (18)- (20) (30), we may express S as a product of C'a, without disturbing the earlier correspondences.
Hence we may set 11. The main object of the paper is to determine the minimum number of variables upon which the symmetric group S, can be represented.
For this purpose it will be seen ( § § 19, 20) to be sufficient to know the representations in the case r = 1, whence s = 0. We shall assume merely that s = 0, as the specialization of r does not materially simplify the discussion. 
In § 10 we now have erx = er2 = cr3 = 0, <r4 = r. Let K= Cr+X ■ ■ ■ G2rC3r+x ■ •• Cir. Then the product P = TUX transforms U into L.
Hence P~l = FUT replaces the invariants of U by invariants of L, and replaces co., given by (37), by a function which L must multiply by -1, namely, 12. We may now readily treat the case when q is general : where for each product i = 1, ■ ■ -, r. Each of the k " triples " (35) and (47) defines a simple isomorphism between the symmetric group on four letters and a linear group on 3 r variables.
It remains to insert the connecting " links "
[45] ~¿,,
[89] ~ L2, ■■■, and when /e'>0 in (46) to extend the series beyond these k triples ( § § 14-16).
In § 11 the only normalization was the transformation by (/8)3r+,.4r. We here accomplish this normalization by transforming the linear group by In the final terms of (43) and (44) we may restrict i and j to the values 3*r + 1, • ■ -, m, provided we insert the term i£5r+i in (44), and 8|5r+( = -t.-in (43).
We next exhibit Lx in a notation better suited for the further discussion. where P* is obtained from P by deleting the last row and last column. Thus | P* | = A,^ = k -I.
We convert A" and P* into square matrices of order (k -2)r by adding columns of zero elements to the former and rows of zero elements to the latter.
Hence 0.0 = (k -l)r, in contradiction to the preceding case.
Theorem. For q = 4k we have p = (K -l)rorp = (K -2)r, according aa the field does not have or has a modulus which divides k.
By § § 2-4 the symmetric group on 4« letters can always be represented as a linear group G on 4k -1 variables ; and, if the modulus divides k , as a linear group G' on 4k -2 variables.
By notation, m = 3/cr + p. If F does not have a modulus dividing k, the direct product of r groups G gives a representation for which the number of variables is (4« -l)r = m, with p = (k -l)r. If F has a modulus dividing k , the direct product of I groups G and r -I groups G' gives a representation for which the number of variables is (4K -l)l+(4K-2)(r-l) = m, with p = (K-2 )r + I.
Thus p may have any of the values (k -2)r, (k -2)r + 1, ■■-. In particular the limits which the theorem assigns to p cannot be lowered. The problem of the normalization of the groups is considered in § § 22-24.
14. Let next q = 4« + 1, and set [ 4k -1, 4k + 1 ] ~ S. Then S must be commutative with the first k -1 triples (35) and (47), and with n C(3K_3)r+i.
The variables in the latter are not affected by S in view of the hypothesis of § 11. Hence Adding this to (64) for i = e, we get %8tk = aek. Hence by (62), (63), (65) '«""rtf-"!*«! °Vf,-= i8« (i,j = l,---,r).
Then conditions (64) become identities unless i~>r, k>r, while then the o\. involved do not occur in (61).
Hence we need not consider further the conditions (64).
To make our notations uniform with those at the end of § 12, we set We proceed as in § 13, with an additional value k for t. Thus in (55), A( now has an additional row, Bk an additional column, while in (56) and (57) there is an additional row and column, the new diagonal element being 5, the element preceding 5 being 1, that above 5 being 1, and the remaining elements being zero, by (68) The remaining parameters of our transformations define the matrices (75) Ai = (a.tJ), Bi=(ßjü) (t = l,-.;K-J=r+l,-.,p;i = l,--,r).
These parameters are subject to conditions (52)- (54), (69), (70), in which, bjr
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (68) and (74). The statements at the end of § 14 hold here if we replace 5 by 3 ; in particular, | -k | = 2« + 1. In applying the argument of § 13, the two cases to consider are now p -r < /cr and p -r < (« -l)r. Theorem. For q = 4k + 2, we have p = (K + l)ror p = Kr, according as the field doea not have or has a modulus which divides 2k + 1.
Note that (66) and (67) simplify, in view of (74) Hence, if Aj =j= 0, then etó = 0 (i = r, k>r), ett = 0 (i > r, & = r), so that P would be commutative with Ç, and the isomorphism would fail.
It follows that Ap = 0 has an ¿-fold root \ and an (r -¿)-fold root -1, where 1 = 1, while I = r if the field has modulus 3. Applying* a transformation on the variables f3,r+< (i = 1, ■ ■ -, r), we may, in view of the theory of canonical forms, normalize e and set (85) Having established (90), we introduce notations uniform with those of the preceding sections.
We set -g = y«+i> »<--T*e+i» «* = -££/*+!> «<i = -<te«+v («'=?»•;¿>r).
* If * > 0, we forego for the present the normalization (74) of Tic. f To give a direct proof, we note that TK multiplies each variable (89) by ± 1, and that ± 1 = + 1 by the hypothesis in { 11.
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Then by (78), (90), and the definition of «a. as the sum (77) (90) we may make the normalization in § 15, by means of which TK takes the form (66'). In view of (87) Finally, TK+X is commutative with L,, given by (50), (51), (72) 6(2* +1) -22A._, = 2(4* + 3 ).
Considering as in § 13 the cases p -r<.(ic+ l)r and p -r < at , we obtain the following
Theorem. For q = 4k + 3, we have p = (k + 2)r or p = (k + l)r, according as the field does not have or has a modulus which divides q.
17. Under the hypothesis made in §11 that 8 = 0, we have exhibited in § § 11-16 the correspondence of generators in any simple isomorphism betewne License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [April the symmetric group on q letters and an m-avy linear homogeneous group in a field not having modulus 2, and have obtained lower limits on p = m -3/cr. The latter results may be combined into the following Theorem.
The minimum value of m is (q -l)r or (q-2)r, according as the field doea not have or has a modulus which divides q.
For r = 1, the hypothesis a = 0 is satisfied and we have the Corollary. In any representation of the symmetric group on q letters as an m-ary linear homogeneous group, such that a transposition corresponds to a transformation conjugate with Cx, it is necessary that m = q -2, while m = q -2 only when the field has a modulus which divides q.
Principle of duality.
If the general m-ary linear homogeneous group GLH(m, F) in a field F, not having modulus 2, contains a subgroup Gqr] of symmetric type, such that a transposition corresponds to a transformation conjugate with Cx-■ ■ CT, then GLH(m, F) contains a subgroup Gp~r). As this is obviously true when q = 2, we set q > 2. Then there is no invariant substitution, so that G = Cx • ■ • Cm cannot occur in Glq\. In particular, r < m. 19. Lemma. The symmetric group on m + 3 letters cannot be represented as an m-ary linear homogeneous group in afield not having modulus 2.
The proof proceeds by induction from m -2 to m, the lemma being evidently true for m = 1, and true for m = 2 by § 17, since then r = 1 by § 18.
Suppose that there is a representation G$+3), • By § § 17, 18 we may set Hence cases (i) and (ii) are both excluded. Theorem. If the symmetric group on q letters is representable as a linear homogeneous group onq -2 variables in afield F not having modulus 2, then r = 1 or q -3, and F has a modulus which dividea q.
21. In view of § § 8,19, 20, we may state the complete Theorem.
Let F be an arbitrary field. Then the minimum number of variables for the représentation of the symmetric group on q letters is q -1 or q -2, according as F has not or has a modulua which dividea q. In the latter case exceptions arise for q = 4; when the modulus divides q, the minimum number of variables is 2 for q = 2 or 3, and 3 for q = 4.
22. In order to obtain a clear insight into the nature of the linear groups exhibited in § § 11-16, we shall make a normalization by a transformation of variables which does not disturb the correspondences (35) We have the following relation between matrices of order p :
where Í1 is a matrix of p rows and p -(k -l)r columns, all of whose elements ave zero,except those lying in the main diagonal of Pii which equal unity, i. e., where ru is given by (51) with the final sum replaced by (11") f ( 5(3!c+i-2X+i + *S<ßK+t-l>+i + S(3«+Í)r+Í )> the first term being absent if t = 1, the third if t = k -1. We have now proved, for q = 4k , the following Theorem. For any field F having neither modulua 2 nor a modulua which divides q, all linear homogeneous groups in F, which are simply isomorphic with the symmetric group on q letters and which satisfy the condition [April a = 0 imposed in § 11, are equivalent under linear transformation in F to a direct product of r linear groups, with fixed coefficients cogredient in the r sets of variables
To prove the theorem for the remaining cases, we normalize TK and TK+X simultaneously with the Lr First, let 0 = 4*4-1.
For TK, given by (66), we have (99) with < = *.
The above proof is to be modified by changing * -1 to «, allowing t to take the additional value *, and by taking as M the matrix defined at the end of § 14. We find that Lt is given by (112), with no suppression in t^ when t -K -1, and that Finally, for q = 4* + 3, the proof is quite similar to that in the preceding case. Here t takes the further value * + 1. We obtain the same normalized forms for Lr and TK, except that now (121) riK = i^+Dr+i + the five terms of (120). 23. Since the linear groups exhibited in § 22 are direct products of r similar groups, it suffices to know the character of the component groups.
We shall list the quadratic invariants of the groups for the case r = 1, assuming still that the field has neither modulus 2, nor a modulus dividing q. Set (124) /-e+ß+K,+r4+e+*e+-"+{Ut+&-i+H2.- (128) terms of (127) + 2ÇU+1 g^, + 3ft+2 ( s = 4« + 3 ).
The discriminant of the quadratic invariant is 2' | P |, where I = 2* in the first two cases and I = 2* + 1 in the last two ; while, for q = 4*, P is the matrix (57) of order * -1 ; for q = 4* + 1 and 4* + 2, P is the matrix of order « defined at the end of § § 14 and 15 ; and for q = 4k + 3, P is the matrix (96) of order k + 1. The matrix of the discriminant therefore reflects an essential property of the group.
In each case the discriminant is not zero.
24. In conclusion, we consider briefly the normalization of our linear groups for the case of fields having a modulus p(p > 2) which divides q. It is no longer true that, for a given value of r, the groups are all equivalent under linear transformation.
For simplicity, we consider only the case in which the number of variables is the minimum (q -2)r.
Let first o = 4/c. Then by hypothesis p = (* -2)r, and the modulus divides *. Matrices A" and B", defined at the end of § 13, are now square matrices of order p = (k -2)r, and each has its determinant 4= 0 by (59*). Hence in (98) and (99) Since the éliminant of these * -1 equations is | P |, a multiple of the modulus, there is a unique set of solutions : bt = (-iy-\K-v)Sik.
Proceeding similarly when q = 4* + 1, ■ • •, 4« + 3, we obtain the Theorem. When the field F has a modulus p(p> 2 ) which divides q, all linear homogeneoua groupa, which are simply isornorphic with the symmetric groupa on q letters, and which affect the minimum number (q -2 ) r cf variables under the hypotheais o/" § 11, are equivalent under linear transformation in F to a direct product of r cogredient linear groups with fixed coefficienta.
It is sufficient to exhibit one of the component groups.
Hence we set r = 1.
For o = 4*, Lt(t = K -2) is defined by (112) for r = i = 1, with the first term of (113) deleted if t = 1, and the last term if t = « -2. Also For q = 4« + 2, Lt is given by (117) for r = i = 1, with the first term of (118) suppressed if t = 1, and the last term if t = « -1. Also (133) TK: Sk^of^T., Sf3<+1-t" B^3K+j=(-iy-\2j-2)TK (j=2, ■•■,«),
t" = -tf3K_x -if^ + Jf3K+1 + if4..
Finally, for q = 4* + 3, Lt is given by (117), with the first term of (118) suppressed if t = 1 ; TK is given by (H9j, while 
t.+1 = -iffc+1 + èffc+i-
We may now show that in the present case for which the modulus divides q, the quadratic invariant of the group is obtained from the invariant when the modulus is prime to o by suppressing the final two terms. For instance, if q = 4* -f-1 the invariant is (125), if q = 4* + 3 the invariant is (127).
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